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WHY CHOOSE HBD?

HBD
THE BEST

AT WHAT

WE DO

HBD has been among America’s leading bag,
cover, and storage providers since 1969. Our
mission is to provide the highest quality
products, backed by the best delivery and
service, in the industries we serve. Customer
satisfaction is our top priority.
Our customers look to us for storage, transport,
security, and protection of items that are critical
to their businesses. Our solutions allow them
to be more productive in their daily operations.
Whether your needs are Military, Corrections,
Healthcare, Hospitality, or Laundry, HBD can
help you become more efficient and effective.

MILITARY

GLOBAL SOURCING
+
AMERICAN DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE
+
WAREHOUSING
+
LOGISTICS
+
CUSTOMER SERVICE

CORRECTIONS

HEALTHCARE

HOSPITALITY

LAUNDRY

HBD’s global sourcing relationships
strengthened and honed over 25+
years, combined with our domestic
design and manufacturing expertise,
warehousing capabilities, and
customer service, allow us to
support growth for your business.

IMPROVED PRODUCTS. FASTER DELIVERY.
SUPERIOR SERVICE. BETTER BUSINESS.

HBD

A GLOBAL

APPROACH

HBD

HAMPER BAGS

HAMPER

Hamper bags are bags with “flip
tops” that close the bags. They are
used in healthcare, where germs need
to be contained as much as possible.
Hamper bags were originally made of
100% cotton, then poly/cotton blends.
However, now almost all hamper bags
are made of 100% synthetic material,
which does not absorb germs, odors or
moisture.

BAGS
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Many hamper bags are made of fluid
resistant barriers, or even 100% fluid
retardant fabrics. They are often printed
with biohazard logos.

BeGard™
BeGard™ fabric is an 8 oz. per square yard vinyl
coated, side and bottom seams are welded, polyester
fabric that is impervious to fluids. Perfect for use when
the bag cannot leak.
Note: Fabric will remain fluid impervious for
approximately 100 washes.
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AVAILABLE COLORS

LT BLUE

YELLOW

GREEN

AVAILABLE SIZES

30 x 40 18” | 40 x 40 25”
AVAILABLE OPTIONS

Color Coding | Conveyor Loop | Biohazard Logo

BeShield™

NYLON/POLYESTER

BeShield™ is a 100% filament polyester fabric that
is fluid resistant. This light weight bag is ideal for
moderately soiled linens when barrier protection is
desired and abrasion is not an issue.

• 200 denier is a strong medium weight fabric
available in a range of colors.
• 400 denier is twice as heavy as 200 denier
It is much more durable and much stronger

Note: BeShield™ fabric is not guaranteed to be leak
proof. It is only resistant to fluid. Fabric will remain fluid
resistant for approximately 85 washings.

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

WHITE

PALE
YELLOW

MISTY
GREEN

LT BLUE

WHITE

YELLOW

RED

KELLY

NAVY

ROYAL

FOREST

NAVY

AVAILABLE SIZES
AVAILABLE SIZES

30 x 40 18” | 40 x 40 25” | 24x 36 Chairback

30 x 40 18” | 40 x 40 25” | 24 x 36 Chairback

HBD, Inc.
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HBD, Inc.

HBD
LAUNDRY

Industrial/commercial laundry bags
do NOT have a flap. Most have draw cord
closures. Most common looms today
weave 60”- 64” fabric. Thus, the most
common size is 30x40. Laundry bags were
originally made of cotton, as was most
everything. After polyester was developed,
most bags were poly/cotton, which is
stronger than 100% cotton.

BAGS

Many bags are made of 100% nylon or
polyester. How heavy depends on the use.
Some bags are made of barrier, or even
100% impermeable vinyl. Where colorcoding is desirable, synthetic bags are
preferable because the dye doesn’t run.
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POLY/COTTON

BeShield™ & BeGard™

Poly/cotton fabric is a great alternative to 100%

Also available in BeShield™ and BeGard™

synthetic fabric when abrasion is a concern because

fabric that is resistant or impervious to fluids!
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it is often heavier. There is also a cost advantage.
AVAILABLE OPTIONS

Grommets | Carrying Handle | Shoulder Strap | Screen Print | Conveyor Loop

NYLON/POLYESTER
• 200 denier is a strong medium weight fabric
available in a range of colors.
• 400 denier is twice as heavy as 200 denier
It is much more durable and much stronger
AVAILABLE COLORS

WHITE

YELLOW

RED

KELLY

NAVY

ROYAL

100% RECYCLED

FOREST

HBD can provide laundry bags and hamper
bags made from discarded drink bottles!
100% recycled ~100% green!
AVAILABLE SIZES

30 x 40 18” | 40 x 40 25” | 22 x 28 Counter Bag

HBD, Inc.
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HBD
NETS

100% Polyester net bags
Greenbrook is America’s leading
supplier of laundry nets. Greenbrook
nets are used by commercial laundries,
the U.S. military, corrections, industrial
and commercial users throughout the
world.
Mesh laundry “nets” are used where
laundry is kept separate by washing in
the bag. The main users are prisons, the
military, retirement homes, gyms and
athletics, mines and oil platforms. The
mesh used is nearly all polyester. It is
often used for color coding and comes
in white and a variety of colors.
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PLAIN TOP

BUCKLE CLOSURE

VELCRO STRIP

ZIPPER CLOSURE

DRAWSTRING
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There are three main weights. Generally, if a facility
has control of the nets, the heavier nets last much
longer than the lighter weights, even though all are
much stronger than the nets used at home.

RUBBER CLOSURE

LIGHT WEIGHT MESH

VELCRO LOOP

ID PATCH

AVAILABLE COLORS

• 2.0 oz./ sq.yd

MEDIUM WEIGHT MESH
• 2.5 oz./ sq.yd

HEAVY WEIGHT MESH
• 4.5 oz./ sq.yd

WHITE

YELLOW

ORANGE

RED

BLUE

PURPLE

BLACK

BROWN

GREEN

AVAILABLE SIZES

14 x 20 | 18 x 24 | 18 x 30 | 24 x 30 | 24 x 36 | 30 x 40
ALSO AVAILABLE

*50 lb weight test done on
all three weights of mesh.
Each passed with no issue.

HBD, Inc.

ID Patch | ID Flag | Barrel Lock | Other Closures
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HBD
CART
COVE R S

200 DENIER NYLON

400 DENIER NYLON

Medium weight, flexible. Best for stationary carts.

Heavy weight alternative to 200 denier. Twice as
heavy and more abrasion resistant. Best when the
cart is moved or transported.

HBD, Inc. a Beline products
division, manufactures
all types of reusable Cart
Covers and shelving unit
covers in nearly any size for
medical, industrial and other
applications.

SHOWN WITH VELCRO CLOSURE

SHOWN WITH ZIPPER CLOSURE

HEIGHT

AVAILABLE COLORS

HOW TO MEASURE
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When ordering cart covers, measure
the width, length, and height of the unit
excluding casters.
Height is usually measured from the top
of the cart to the top of the bumper.

WHITE

YELLOW

RED

KELLY

FOREST

ROYAL

NAVY
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ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

WIDTH

LENGTH

STANDARD OPTIONS

Zipper Closure | Velcro Closure | Top Reinforcements
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Clear Front | Pocket/Document Holder | Tie Tapes
Hand/Handle Holes | Corner Reinforcements | Screen Printing

SHOWN WITH CLEAR VELCRO
CURTAIN STRIPS FRONT

SHOWN WITH CLEAR 1/4” SCRIM
FRONT AND ZIPPER CLOSURE
Clear Scrim, See Pg. 14

SHOWN WITH CLEAR 1/4” SCRIM
FRONT AND VELCRO CLOSURE
Clear Scrim, See Pg. 14

SHOWN WITH ROLL UP TIES AND
VELCRO CLOSURE

SHOWN WITH DOCUMENT HOLDER
AND ZIPPER CLOSURE

HBD, Inc.
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HBD, Inc.

HBD

ESD CONDUCTIVE
10 oz. per square yard reinforced vinyl with special
anti-conductive properties. Fabric qualities include:
fluid repellent, antimicrobial, flame resistant, stain/tear
resistant, electrically conductive, hypoallergenic, self
deodorizing and easy to maintain.

CART
COVE R S

AVAILABLE COLORS

BLACK/
GREEN

BLACK/
TAN

BeChek™ VINYL
10 oz. per square yard reinforced vinyl. Fabric
qualities include: flame resistant, stain/tear
resisitant, antistatic, odor resistant, fluid repellent,
antimicrobial and easy to maintain. Coated so
liquids roll off. Strong and durable.
AVAILABLE COLORS
SHOWN WITH DOCUMENT HOLDER
AND ZIPPER CLOSURE

DUSTY
ROSE

SAND

SPRUCE

FOREST

FRENCH
VANILLA

WHITE

POWDER
BLUE

ROYAL BLUE

RED

PISTACHIO
SHOWN WITH ZIPPER CLOSURE

NAVY

SHOWN WITH VELCRO CLOSURE

BLACK

STANDARD OPTIONS
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Zipper Closure | Velcro Closure | Top Reinforcements

CAP COVERS
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Cap covers are used to protect or hide linens moved
in laundry carts or buggies. They can be made with
an elastic cord in the hem to hold the cap on tight if
needed. Typical height of gusset is about 12” which
allows for laundry or linens to be piled above the top
of the cart and still be covered.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Clear Front | Pocket/Document Holder | Tie Tapes
Hand/Handle Holes | Corner Reinforcements | Screen Printing

Cap covers can also be made with a flap to protect
open faced laundry carts.
AVAILABLE IN

Nylon & Bechek™ Vinyl

SHOWN WITH SCREEN PRINTING
AND ZIPPER CLOSURE

HBD, Inc.
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HBD

THERE IS GREAT CONFUSION
ABOUT CLEAR CART COVERS.
What are they good for?
What are their weaknesses?
Are there alternatives?

CART
COVE R S

BeClear14™

CLEAR REINFORCED VINYL
10 oz. per square yard and reinforced just
like our BeChek vinyl. Treated the exact
same way, too! We now have two options
to choose from: 1/4 scrim is durable yet
transparent and our 1/8 scrim that is a
heavy duty reinforced clear, however not
as transparent.

WHAT ARE CLEAR CART COVERS GOOD FOR?
Some people prefer clear cart covers at times because they really want
to know what is on the cart. It is just that simple.
WHAT ARE THE WEAKNESSES OF CLEAR CART COVERS?
There is a trade off. Really strong vinyl, like our BeChek™, has a
“scrim” composed of heavy yarn in the middle of the vinyl. Clear
vinyl is unreinforced. It is transparent but easy to tear. Sewing clear,
unreinforced vinyl is tough. One mistake and you cut the fabric. So it
must be sewn very slowly and carefully. Using it can be just as tough.
One little jerk and the fabric can tear, especially at intersections. So you
have to be VERY careful. If you are going to use a clear cover regularly,
your chances of ruining it increase substantially. Once it starts to tear,
there is no solution, because the vinyl is unreinforced.
ARE THERE ALTERNATIVES?

BeClear18™
1/4” SCRIM CLEAR

CLEAR
CART COVERS

EXPLAINED

Not until now. HBD has developed two clear vinyls that are reinforced.
They have the same antifungal, antimildew and fire resistant properties
as our regular vinyl, and weigh the same. So they are much stronger
than clear vinyl. The reinforced vinyl is clear. So is the scrim. But the
combination is not as transparent as clear vinyl. You will need to see if
the reinforced vinyl works for your customers.
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HBD makes NO GUARANTEES about its unreinforced
clear vinyl covers except that they are sewn correctly.
The moment they are used, our responsibility ends.
So make sure your customers inspect these covers
before using them and make sure they know how these
unreinforced clear covers must be treated if they want
them to last.
Only HBD offers clear reinforced vinyl cart covers.
Hopefully they will work for most users. But if users
must have unreinforced clear covers, make sure they
understand how to use them properly.

1/8” SCRIM CLEAR

HBD, Inc.
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HBD
B e S l i d e™

BeSlide™ are great when you need to
turn or move a patient and want a slick,
breathable surface.

BeSlide 30™

BeSlide 36™
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• Made with bleached poly/cotton and
navy barrier fabric.
• Size 36 x 72
• Ideal for turning patients when 		
you want the BeSlide™ to remain 		
stationary while you turn the patient.

HBD, Inc.

• Made entirely of our navy barrier 		
fabric.
• Size 30 x 79
• Ideal for turning patients when you 		
want the BeSlide™ and patient 		
to turn together.

AVAILABLE COLORS

NAVY/WHITE
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AVAILABLE COLORS

NAVY

HBD, Inc.

HBD
SHOWER
CURTAINS

HBD offers shower curtains in several
styles that are predominately used in
corrections, healthcare, hospitality and
in universities. Curtains can be made to
spec from antimicrobial vinyl.

Security Curtains: For corrections, we offer several options for security
curtains that provide both privacy and safety. HBD’s unique 1/4” and
1/8” scrim offer improved durability while maintaining visibility. These
curtains will be resistant to tears and last longer. HBD also offers hook
and loop systems for hanging curtains.
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19
Solid BeCheck™ Vinyl
and Gromets for Shower Rings

HBD, Inc.

Clear Vinyl with Privacy BeChek™ Vinyl Panel
and Gromets for Shower Rings

1 -8 0 0 -4 0 3 -2 2 4 7

1/4 Scrim Clear Vinyl with Privacy BeChek™ Vinyl Panel
and Gromets for Shower Rings

WWW.HBDINC.COM

Clear Vinyl with Privacy BeChek™ Vinyl Panel
and Velcro Loops for Shower Rod Application

HBD, Inc.

HBD
CUSTOM
PRODUCTS

HBD CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

HBD recognizes today’s competitive
landscape in which customers expect
short lead times and competitive prices.
We also understand the cost for a
business to order, hold, and distribute
large quantities of inventory.
With 50 years of manufacturing expertise
and more than 25 years overseas
sourcing, we can quickly develop
products, and work with you to develop
solutions that will help your business.
We work tirelessly to provide great
products and the best service so you
don’t have to worry.

Every year HBD develops new custom products for our
customers. In many cases we have improved their
items while lowering costs. Send us a sample or let
us know if there is an item you would like us to quote.

MANUFACTURING & SOURCING
HBD specializes in reusable textile manufactured
goods. Over the course of 50 years we have
developed an expertise in both making products
and sourcing materials or finished goods at the best
possible prices.
The deep relationships we have developed enable
us to serve an ever-expanding number of industries
and supply a variety of new products. We will bring
knowledge, enthusiasm, and professionalism to
meeting your needs.

WAREHOUSING & LOGISTICS
HBD knows what it takes to serve the world’s largest
retailers and distributors. These companies hold us
to the highest standard and depend on our ability to
deliver. We have the logistical expertise to source
your items, systems and dedicated teams to process
orders, and a warehousing team dedicated to speedy
fulfillment.

HBD
CUSTOM

SOLUTIONS

We ship many items out 24-48 hours after receipt of
order. Lead times on made to order items or large
quantities are usually within 2-3 weeks. If we anticipate
a longer lead time, we will let you know as soon as
possible. If you have any questions about the lead
time on a specific item, please contact us with your
questions.

HBD

You should receive and email confirming your order
shortly after you’ve placed it. If you don’t receive that
email, please check your spam folder and see if you
can locate it. This is especially important, because if you
haven’t received the order confirmation email, you also
will not receive the email with your shipment notification
and tracking.

SHIPPING

& DELIVERY

Many of our items are “special” made to order according
to each individual need. This includes our cart covers and
our colored net bags. This means they are not subject to
return for any reason other than faulty workmanship or
shipment of incorrect item.
Standard merchandise may only be returned for up
to 90 days from the date of delivery and only with our
authorization. All returns are to be prepaid and are subject
to a 20% restocking charge.
HBD will make NO GUARANTEES about its unreinforced
clear vinyl covers except that they are sewn correctly. The
moment they are used, our responsibility ends. Special
items including colored bags and nets and all cart covers,
may be returned only if they are sewn poorly.
So make sure your customers inspect these covers
before using them and make sure they know how these
unreinforced clear covers must be treated if they want
them to last.

ORDER
PLACED
HBD, INC
3901 Riverdale Road
Greensboro, NC 27406

EMAIL
CONFIRMATION

Phone: (800) 403-2247
Fax: (336) 271-2511

COMPANY DIRECTORY

PRODUCTION

SHIPMENT
NOTIFICATION

TRACKING
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Operator
Bayard Collins, Vice President
Tim Nunn, Purchasing
David Lozano, Corporate Accountant
Richard Levy, President
Denise Harris, Cart Covers Account Manager
Julie Prater, Accounts Receivable & Payable Manager
Rick Umfress, HBD Division Manager
Ann Shreve, Customer Service
Monique Carter, Customer Service

HBD
RETURNS &
REPLACEMENTS

